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Refining the Behavioral Phenotype of
Angelman Syndrome: Examining
Differences in Motivation for Social
Contact Between Genetic Subgroups
Mary Heald1, Dawn Adams2, Emily Walls1 and Christopher Oliver1*
1 Cerebra Centre for Neurodevelopmental Disorders, School of Psychology, University of Birmingham, Birmingham,
United Kingdom, 2 Autism Centre of Excellence, Griffith University, Mount Gravatt, QLD, Australia
Angelman syndrome (AS) is caused by loss of information from the 15q11.2-13
region on the maternal chromosome with striking phenotypic difference from Prader–
Willi syndrome in which information is lost from the same region on the paternal
chromosome. Motivation for social contact and sensory seeking behaviors are often
noted as characteristics of the phenotype of AS and it has been argued that the strong
drive for social contact supports a kinship theory interpretation of genomic imprinting.
In this study we developed an experimental paradigm for quantifying the motivation
for social contact in AS and examined differences across the genetic subtypes that
cause AS [deletion, imprinting centre defect (ICD), uniparental disomy and UBE3A
mutation]. Using single case experimental designs we examined the rate of acquisition
of behavioral responses using operant learning paradigms for 21 children with AS whilst
systematically varying the nature of social and sensory reinforcement. Variability in rates
of acquisition was influenced by the nature of rewarding stimuli. Across the total sample
both sensory stimuli and social contact could increase the rate of rewarded behavior
with difference between children in the most effective reward. A striking difference in the
rewarding properties of social contact across genetic subtypes was evidenced by non-
deletion genetic causes of AS showing significantly higher rates of responding than the
deletion cause in the social reinforcement paradigm. The results indicate that reinforcer
assessment can beneficially inform behavioral interventions and that within syndrome
variability in the behavioral phenotype of AS is likely driven by genetic difference. The
non-deletion cause of AS, and particularly the ICD group, may be the optimal group for
further study of genomic imprinting.
Keywords: Angelman syndrome, genomic imprinting, kinship theory, social behavior, operant learning, behavioral
phenotype
INTRODUCTION
Angelman syndrome (AS) is a rare genetic disorder caused by missing information within the
15q11.2-13 region on the maternal chromosome, and prevalent in approximately 1 in 10,000 live
births (Buckley et al., 1998). Four genetic mechanisms cause AS, each involving disruption to the
UBE3A gene (Jiang et al., 1998): de novo deletion (approximately 70% of cases; Knoll et al., 1989),
uniparental disomy (UPD; 2%; Engel, 1993; Prasad and Wagstaff, 1997), UBE3A mutation (2–8%;
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Kishino et al., 1997) and an imprinting center defect (ICD; 2.5%;
Bürger et al., 1997). A subset of cases are clinically diagnosed
with no identifiable genetic cause (Peters et al., 2004). AS is
associated with a range of physical characteristics including
seizures, atypical facial features (Williams et al., 2006), abnormal
EEG (Boyd et al., 1988), and ataxic gate (Dan and Chéron, 2004).
The cognitive, social and behavioral phenotype of AS is well
delineated. Severe to profound intellectual disability is typically
evident, with deficits across adaptive behaviors and cognitive
domains (Peters et al., 2004; Gentile et al., 2010). Strengths
in socialization (Peters et al., 2004) are evident but there is
greater impairment of learning and attention (Walz and Benson,
2002; Jiang et al., 2010). Genotype-phenotype correlations are
described (Gentile et al., 2010), with a de novo deletion associated
with greater impairments across all areas of cognition and
behavior compared to ICD, UPD, and UBE3A mutation. Broad
communication impairments are typical (Clayton-Smith and
Laan, 2003), with notable deficits in expressive compared to
receptive language, and the vast majority of children and adults
are non-verbal with limited alternative communication skills
(Jolleff and Ryan, 1993; Penner et al., 1993; Calculator and
Black, 2010; Pearson et al., 2019). Notably, AS is characterized
by frequent laughing and smiling (Horsler and Oliver, 2006a),
enhanced sociability (Mount et al., 2011), a high prevalence of
aggressive behavior (Arron et al., 2011), heightened impulsivity
(Oliver et al., 2011), short attention span (Walz and Benson,
2002), and sleep difficulties (Pelc et al., 2008). AS is also associated
with unusual responses to sensory stimuli and experiences (Walz
and Baranek, 2006; Peters et al., 2012) with sensory seeking
behaviors, as opposed to hyper or hypo-sensitivity, characterizing
the sensory processing profile (Heald et al., 2020). Sensory
seeking behavior has not been explored in learning paradigms
or with regard to genetic difference in AS. Study of these two
areas will inform interventions and further delineate genotype-
phenotype associations.
Of particular interest are the distinctive social behaviors, in
part due to the potential for exploring the social and behavioral
manifestation of genomic imprinting in humans. Whilst many
genes have the same effect regardless of the parent of origin
(maternal or paternal chromosome), a small number of genes are
expressed differently depending on whether they are inherited
from the mother or father, a phenomenon known as genomic
imprinting. Angelman and the “sister disorder” Prader–Willi
syndrome, highlight the effects of genomic imprinting as they
are caused by missing information on the same 15q11-13 region
of the maternal and paternal chromosomes, respectively, with
markedly contrasting phenotypes. Kinship theory (Haig and
Wharton, 2003; Brown and Consedine, 2004) proposes that
for genes where the parent of origin is important, as in AS,
paternal genes may favor behavioral expression which increases
the cost to the mother of the offspring and vice versa for
maternal genes. It has been proposed that the striking social
behaviors observed in AS support kinship theory due to their
effectiveness in securing social resources. For example, the
heightened laughing and smiling in AS demonstrably elicits
greater social resources from adults in competitive settings
compared to the same behavior shown by children with
intellectual disability of heterogeneous cause (Oliver et al., 2007).
Kinship theory is further supported by mouse models of AS,
with increased ultrasonic vocalizations in maternal deletion mice
in the presence of maternal bedding compared to wild-type
mice (Jiang et al., 2010). Whilst compelling, the kinship theory
of genomic imprinting in AS has been relatively unexplored,
as have possible differences across genetic subtypes. Study of
the latter might identify optimal genetic subgroups for further
exploration of genomic imprinting. Additionally, it is important
to develop an experimental paradigm that can quantify the drive
for social contact.
Understanding the profile of social behavior in AS also has
the potential to enhance skill acquisition and help decrease
phenotypic behavior, such as aggression, by identifying rewarding
properties of social and sensory stimuli and hence likely
motivation for learning. Comparatively slow rates of acquisition
are frequently noted in applications of standardized interventions
with children and adults with AS (Summers and Szatmari,
2009; Summers, 2012; Heald et al., 2013), a finding supported
by parental report (Calculator, 2002). It is possible that this
underpins the paucity of literature on intervention in AS and
few studies have examined the efficacy of standardized behavioral
interventions designed for the intellectual disability population
to address difficulties reported within the syndrome, including
compromised acquisition of adaptive behavior (Gentile et al.,
2010), aggression (Arron et al., 2011), sleep problems (Didden
et al., 2004), and very strong motivation for social contact (Oliver
et al., 2011). There is a pressing need to develop and explore
methodologies for children and adults with AS that support
effective intervention and, crucially, provide a metric of change.
Given the hypotheses regarding social contact in AS derived
from kinship theory and the importance of identifying reinforcer
efficacy for the purpose of changing behavior, there is a robust
rationale for examining the potential role of social behaviors,
sensory stimuli, and reward preference in learning.
The main aim of the current study was to examine the
rewarding effect of social and sensory stimuli on the speed
of acquisition of target behaviors in children with AS across
different genetic causes of AS. A secondary aim was to determine
the components of social stimuli that enhance acquisition
in learning paradigms. Fulfilling these aims will: (1) identify
whether genetic subgroups in AS find social contact more
rewarding and hence, might be optimal groups for further study
of kinship theory and social behavior resulting from genomic




Participants were 21 children with AS aged between 4 and
15 years.1 Participants were recruited through the large database
of families held at the Cerebra Centre for Neurodevelopmental
1Although 22 children participants were recruited, the data from one participant
were excluded as they became distressed during the assessments.
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TABLE 1 | Mean age in years (standard deviation), gender, adaptive behavior skills, Autism Spectrum characteristics, and aggression in children with Angelman
syndrome divided by genetic subtype: “deletion” (Class I and II) and “non deletion” (imprinting center defect, UBE3A mutation and uniparental disomy).
Deletion Non deletion F/X2 df p
N 14 7
Age (years) Mean (SD) 12.07 (3.73) 8.14 (3.98) 4.96 1 0.04*
Range 4–15 5–15
Gender % Male 50.0 28.6 0.88 1 0.64
Self help scorea Mean (SD) 4.14 (0.53) 6.29 (1.11) 36.54 1 <0.01**
Mobilitya % Mobile 79.6 (11) 100.0 (7) 1.75 1 0.52
Visiona % Normal 93.9 (13) 100 (7) 0.53 1 1.00
Hearinga % Normal 100.0 (14) 100 (7) – – –
Speecha % Verbal 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) – – –
SCQb Communication 11.02 (2.79) 4.41 (4.47) −3.05 1 0.002**
Social interaction 8.06 (2.68) 3.57 (1.40) −3.08 1 0.002**
Repetitive behavior 4.14 (1.79) 4.00 (1.53) −0.38 1 0.74
Total score 19.85 (4.29) 11.43 (4.50) −3.07 1 0.001**
Aggression % Presence (n) 71.4 (10) 100 (7) 2.47 1 0.26
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
a Information obtained from the Wessex Scale (Kushlick et al., 1973).
b Information obtained from the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ; Rutter et al., 2003).
c Information obtained from the Challenging Behavior Questionnaire (Hyman et al., 2002).
Disorders and the UK Angelman syndrome support group: the
Angelman Syndrome Support Education and Research Trust
(ASSERT). Inclusion criteria included a genetic diagnosis of
AS from a relevant professional (e.g., a clinical geneticist).
All genetic subtypes of AS were recruited including deletion
(n = 14),2 UBE3A mutation (n = 1), ICD (n = 5), and
UPD (n = 1). Due to low numbers of participants across
genetic subtypes of AS, two groups were created: children with
and without a deletion. A similar analysis strategy has been
employed in the AS literature to examine genotype × phenotype
correlations in adaptive behavior, cognition, and autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) characteristics (Mertz et al., 2014). Table 1
shows the participant demographics across deletion and non-
deletion groups.
Comparisons of demographic characteristics were conducted
across deletion and non-deletion groups. Children with a deletion
were significantly older, and evidenced a higher frequency of ASD
characteristics and a lower level of self-help skills. The observed
differences are consistent with previous research examining
adaptive behavior and ASD across genetic subtypes (Gentile
et al., 2010), including comparisons across deletional and non
deletional subtypes of AS (Moncla et al., 1999). There was
no significant difference in other behaviors including mobility,
vision, hearing, speech, and presence of aggression.
Measures
Demographic Questionnaire
Informants provide demographic characteristics including date
of birth, gender, mobility, speech, and genetic diagnosis,
including details about the genetic mechanism and professional
diagnosing the syndrome.
2Information about the size of deletion (Class I or II) was not available for all
participants.
The Wessex Behavior Scale
The Wessex Behavior Scale is a 15 item questionnaire originally
part of a larger measure of behavior in individuals with an
intellectual disability (Kushlick et al., 1973). The Wessex is a
measure of adaptive behavior and covers self-help skills, mobility,
vision, reading, writing, and continence. The Wessex produces
a total score out of nine, with higher scores indicating a greater
level of adaptive behavior. The measure has good inter-rater
reliability (Kushlick et al., 1973; Palmer and Jenkins, 1982).
Social Communication Questionnaire
The Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) is a 40 item
informant report questionnaire which assesses the presence
of ASD characteristics (Rutter et al., 2003). It is composed
of three subscales: social interaction, communication, and
stereotyped patterns of behaviors. The SCQ is an ASD screening
questionnaire, with higher scores indicating a greater presence
of ASD characteristics. The SCQ has good internal consistency
(Berument et al., 1999).
Challenging Behavior Questionnaire
The Challenging Behavior Questionnaire (CBQ) is an eight item
informant report questionnaire which assesses the presence of
aggression, self-injury, destruction and stereotyped behaviors
(Hyman et al., 2002). The reliability coefficients of the CBQ
range from 0.61 to 0.89, indicating good inter-rater reliability
(Hyman et al., 2002).
Procedure
Participants were visited at school or home to complete the
experimental observations. The experimental visit was conducted
in an empty room, where possible free from distracting objects
and preferred items. Where possible, only the researchers and
the participant were present. For six participants, a teacher
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was present for the experimental observations but did not
interact with the child.
Engagement Preference Assessment
In order to select preferred and non-preferred stimuli for
the sensory reinforcement learning paradigm, an “engagement
preference assessment” (EPA) presents items individually to
children and records the interaction with the stimuli. Although
the “Forced-Choice Assessment” (Fisher et al., 1992) is the most
widely used assessment of preference, as both methods have
been validated with individuals with an intellectual disability
(Hagopian et al., 2001; Keen and Pennell, 2010) the EPA, which
gives additional information about satiation and motivation for
adult attention, was chosen.
During the preference assessment, 12 stimuli, toys, and other
items, were presented. The order of stimulus presentation was
counterbalanced across participants. The researcher presented
participants with each stimulus and directed their attention
toward it, e.g., “look, <child’s name>.” No further social
interaction was given. Participants were given 2 min of access to
each toy. Although this is comparatively shorter than previous
studies using this procedure, during a pilot study participants
became distressed due to the withdrawal of adult interaction.
The total time the participant engaged with each stimulus
was recorded. From this, the highest and lowest preference items
were determined using the longest and shortest time touching
the stimulus. If there was no difference in the total engagement
times across stimuli, a forced choice preference assessment was
conducted (Fisher et al., 1992). In the forced choice preference
assessment, items with which the child engaged for an equal
amount of time were presented concurrently, and the item
chosen by the participant was taken as preferred. Two items
were presented at a time, and items were presented in every
possible combination. A forced choice preference assessment was
employed with two participants.
Reinforcement Assessments
Both sensory and social reinforcement and their effect on speed
of acquisition of target behaviors were assessed individually.
Target behaviors were different across participants and based on
ability. Specifically, it was ensured that target behaviors were non-
demanding in order to avoid the rate of behavior being affected
by a propensity to escape from task demands (Strachan et al.,
2009). Examples of behaviors that were chosen include touching
a certain object or executing a certain action. The order of
reinforcement assessments (social/sensory) was counterbalanced
among participants.
There were two experimental sessions for both the sensory and
social reinforcement assessments with single case experimental
designs employed. Sessions were of a withdrawal ABACA design
for the sensory reinforcement assessment, and ABACADAEAFA
for the social reinforcement assessment. Both took the form
of contingent reinforcement with an FR1 schedule. Each
condition lasted for 2 min. In the withdrawal (ABA) design,
A (withdrawal/withholding of reinforcer), is alternated with
experimental conditions where a specific reinforcer is presented
(B, C, D, etc.). The order of experimental conditions was
counterbalanced across sessions. Before each condition,
participants received a primer in order to indicate the reward
received contingent on target behaviors. In the primer, the
researcher prompted the target behavior using three point
teaching procedure: verbal prompt, physical prompt, and
hand over hand prompt. Contingent on this target behavior,
participants were given the specified reinforcement depending on
the experimental condition. All participants then progressed to
the experimental condition. In order to overcome possible effects
of memory and attention, a verbal prompt was given at 1 min.
During each the researcher sat in proximity to the participant but
did not engage in any interaction (verbal, physical, eye contact,
and laughing/smiling) unless prompting target behavior or as
part of the reinforcement.
Sensory Reinforcement Assessment
There were two experimental sessions with an ABACA
withdrawal design. The order of conditions was counterbalanced
across sessions and across participants. In the control/withdrawal
condition (A), participants received no reinforcement upon
completion of the target behavior. In the preferred item condition
(B), participants were given 5 s of access to the preferred tangible
(identified in the preference assessment) for displaying the target
behavior. In the least preferred item condition (C) participants
were given 5 s of access to their least preferred tangible (identified
in the preference assessment) contingent on the target behavior
being displayed. Throughout the conditions the least and most
preferred items were out of sight from participants.
Social Reinforcement Assessment
There were two experimental sessions with a withdrawal
ABACADAEAFA design. The order of conditions was
counterbalanced across sessions and across participants. In
the control/withdrawal condition (A) participants received no
form of reinforcement upon completion of the target behavior.
In the social interaction condition (B), participants received
full social interaction if the target behavior was performed
(physical contact, verbal interaction, laughing and smiling, and
eye contact). In condition C (restricted eye contact), participants
received full social interaction but without eye contact. In
condition D (restricted physical interaction), participants
received social interaction without any physical contact. In
condition E (restricted verbal interaction), participants received
social interaction with no verbal interaction contingent on
the target behavior. In condition F (no laughing or smiling)
participants received social interaction contingent on the target
behavior, without the researcher laughing/smiling.
Analysis
Experimental visits were video recorded in order to allow for the
coding of participants’ behavior during the assessments.
Reinforcer Assessments
The mean (across repeats of conditions) frequency of target
behaviors for social, sensory, and control conditions was
calculated for each participant. In order to establish that the
learning paradigm was generally effective, i.e., that children
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FIGURE 1 | Mean frequency of target behaviors across social and sensory reinforcement and control conditions.
would show higher rates of target behaviors in the presence of
a reward, the frequency of target behaviors in reinforcement
conditions was compared to control conditions using Wilcoxon
signed ranks tests. In order to address the hypothesis that target
behaviors would vary according to the type of social interaction
given as a reward, Friedman tests were employed to compare the
frequency of target behaviors across specific conditions of social
interaction (eye contact, physical interaction, verbal interaction,
laughing and smiling, and full social interaction) with Wilcoxon
signed ranks test Post Hocs. To establish the integrity of the
preference assessment, comparisons across specific conditions of
sensory reinforcement (high preference and low preference) were
conducted using Wilcoxon signed ranks tests.
In order to compare the effect of reinforcers across different
sensory, social conditions, and control conditions, dominance
statistics were calculated (d-statistic; Cliff, 1993). The d-statistic
provides a measure of how much the distribution of the frequency
of behaviors in one condition lies above the distribution of
behaviors in a comparison condition. To calculate the d-statistic,
data points from reinforcement conditions were compared to
each datum point from control conditions. In order to produce
datum points, the total number of target behaviors in each
30 s interval in 2 min conditions was calculated. Hence, each
condition produced four datum points. Dominance matrices
are used to calculate the d-statistic. For each cell, a value
of +1 is given if the frequency of target behavior in the
reinforcement condition is higher than the control condition,
−1 if it is less than the control condition and 0 if there is no
difference. From this the d-statistic can be calculated. In order
to quantify whether a stimulus was reinforcing, an arbitrary
cut-off of 0.5 was used. The proportion of participants that
exceeded a d-statistic of 0.5 across each social and sensory
condition was then calculated. In order to address the third
aim of the study, to examine the comparative efficacy of
social and sensory rewards as reinforcers, the number of
participants exceeding a d-statistic cut-off of 0.5 across sensory
and social rewards was examined, in addition to comparing the
frequency of target behaviors across conditions using Wilcoxon
signed ranks tests.
Genetic Subtype of Angelman Syndrome
To examine difference across genetic subtypes of AS (deletion
vs. non deletion), the proportion of participants who were
reinforced by a social and/or sensory reinforcement condition
(d-statistic > 0.5) was calculated, and differences across groups
calculated using Fishers exact test. As over 70% (5/7) of the
sample of participants in the non-deletion group had AS cause
by an ICD, the proportion of participants exceeding a d-statistic
over 0.5 was also calculated for ICD alone.
RESULTS
The first aim of the study was to examine the comparative efficacy
of social and sensory stimuli as reinforcers. Overall, 38.1% of
the total sample’s behaviors were reinforced by the presentation
of sensory stimuli (indicated by a d-statistic exceeding 0.5),
with target behaviors significantly higher compared to control
conditions (Z = −3.13, p < 0.01, r = 0.68; see Figure 1). In
comparison, 47.6% of participants were reinforced by social
stimuli, with target behaviors significantly higher when given
social rewards compared to control conditions (Z = −2.10,
p = 0.03, r = 0.46; see Figure 1). There was no significant
difference across the mean number of target behaviors across
sensory and social reinforcement either across all sensory and
social reinforcement conditions (Z = −1.18, p = 0.24, r = 0.26),
or across the conditions with the highest frequency of target
behaviors: high preference sensory stimuli and no physical social
interaction conditions (Z =−0.06, p = 0.95, r = 0.01).
Social Reinforcement Assessment
To address the second aim to examine the components of social
contact which would provide stronger rewards, the frequency
of target behaviors and associated d statistics across relevant
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TABLE 2 | The mean frequency (standard deviation) of target behaviors, associated d-statistics and number of participants exceeding d-statistic cut-offs across social




No physical No eye contact No laughing No verbal
interaction
Control condition X2 p
Mean frequency of target behavior 5.07 (4.23) 5.40 (5.02) 4.77 (4.77) 4.24 (3.67) 4.26 (4.35) 2.63 (1.87) 6.26 0.23
Mean d-statistic 0.21 0.21 0.12 0.12 0.10 – 4.23 0.37
>0.5 (%) 19.0 (4) 33.3 (7) 19.0 (4) 9.5 (2) 14.3 (3) – – –
FIGURE 2 | The number of social reinforcement conditions where participants
exceed a cut off of 0.5 for the d-statistic.
conditions were compared. Table 2 shows the mean frequency of
target behaviors and d-statistics across social reinforcement and
control conditions.
The results show no significant differences in the mean
frequency of target behaviors across social reinforcement and
control conditions (X2 = 6.26, p = 0.23), or across social
reinforcement conditions alone (X2 = 5.85, p = 0.21). There
were no significant differences in mean d-statistics across social
reinforcement conditions (X2 = 4.23, p = 0.37).
Whilst no consistent reinforcer was found across conditions,
further examination of the d-statistic revealed that for each
participant, specific combinations or elements of components of
social rewards functioned as reinforcers rather than all rewards
equally. Figure 2 shows the number of participants who were
reinforced by only one social condition (indicated by a d-statistic
of over 0.5), two conditions and so on to a maximum of five social
interaction conditions. The results show that 60% of participants




Age and Adaptive Behavior
Having established the integrity of the learning paradigm,
the relationship between adaptive behavior and age, adaptive
behavior, and reinforcer efficacy was examined to determine
possible influences on learning in person characteristics that
differed across genetic subgroups. Spearman Rho correlations
were conducted between the Wessex total self-help score, age,
and the frequency of target behaviors across all conditions and
each condition individually. The results show no significant
association between self-help scores and target behaviors
during sensory reinforcement conditions (R = 0.23, p = 0.31)
or social reinforcement conditions (R = 0.26, p = 0.26).
There was also no significant association between age and
target behaviors during sensory reinforcement conditions
(R = −0.11, p = 0.62) or social reinforcement conditions
(R =−0.20, p = 0.38).
Genetic Subtype
The possible influence of genetic subtype on the strength of
social or sensory reinforcers contrasts across groups were made.
Table 3 shows the proportion of children receiving a d-statistic
over 0.5 for any of the social and/or sensory reinforcement
conditions across individuals with a deletion (n = 14) and without
a deletion (n = 7). Fisher’s exact tests revealed no significant
difference in the number of participants reinforced by sensory
stimuli across genetic groups (p = 0.17). However, significantly
more participants without a deletion were reinforced by social
stimuli (p = 0.02).
Table 3 also shows the number of participants with ICD
who were reinforced by sensory/social stimuli. All children
with ICD were reinforced by social stimuli. Fisher’s exact tests
revealed no significant difference in the number of participants
reinforced by sensory stimuli across ICD and deletion groups
(p = 0.34). However, significantly more participants with ICD
were reinforced by social stimuli (p = 0.01). Figure 3 shows
the cumulative frequency graphs for all children with a deletion
compared to all five individual children with ICD separately.
Each individual graph for children with ICD shows higher levels
of target behavior in one or more of the social conditions than
children with a deletion.
TABLE 3 | Proportion of participants reinforced by sensory and/or social stimuli,
defined as a d-statistic over 0.5.
Social Sensory
Deletion (n = 14) 28.6 (4/14) 50.0 (7/14)
Non deletion (n = 7) 85.7 (6/7) 14.3 (1/7)
ICD (n = 5) 100.0 (5/5) 20.0 (1/5)
Proportions are shown for participants with and without a deletion, and children
with imprinting center defect (ICD).
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FIGURE 3 | Cumulative frequency of target behaviors across each 30 second interval during social reinforcement conditions. Graphs are shown for all participants
with a deletion and each participant with Imprinting Centre Defect (ICD) separately.
DISCUSSION
The main aim of the current study was to examine the drive for
social contact in children with AS by establishing the comparative
efficacy of social interaction as a reward on the rate of acquisition
in a learning paradigm in children with AS. This is the first study
to establish the systematic evaluation of different reinforcers to
increase the slow rate of learning frequently reported in AS. It
is encouraging for practitioners that all children were reinforced
by either sensory or social stimuli, as evidenced by higher rates
of target behavior in the presence of the reinforcer. Across the
total sample, no consistent type of preferred reinforcer was
identified, with large variability evident. However, importantly,
variability was significantly associated with the genetic subtype of
AS: children without a deletion were more likely to be reinforced
by social stimuli than children with a deletion. Most notably,
all children with AS caused by an ICD were reinforced by
social stimuli. Whilst no consistent reinforcer was found across
children, the results suggest careful selection of reinforcers may
be important; some children showed almost zero levels of target
behaviors in some sensory and/or social interaction conditions,
despite the broad descriptions of behavioral phenotype noting
sensory seeking and a drive for social contact. The results from
the study have important implications for future interventions
with children with AS and indicate: (1) that genetic subtype may
be an important consideration when developing guidelines or
advice regarding behavior and (2) that the assumption of a strong
drive for social contact in AS is not ubiquitous.
The first aim of the study was to examine the effect of social
and sensory rewards on the rates of acquisition in children with
AS. Overall, the frequency of target behaviors was significantly
higher in the presence of both sensory and social stimuli than
control conditions. This supports previous literature examining
the use of reinforcement in teaching paradigms in children with
a severe intellectual disability (Green et al., 1988; Fisher et al.,
1992). Whilst these findings are not novel, replicating many
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examinations within the general intellectual disability literature,
there are limited examinations of the use of reinforcement with
children with AS, in which deficits in learning relative to level of
intellectual disability are widely reported (Jiang et al., 1998, 2010;
Summers and Szatmari, 2009; Heald et al., 2013).
The second aim of the study was to examine the comparative
rates of target behaviors across specific manipulations of elements
of social reinforcement. There was no significant association
between any of the components of social interaction manipulated
(eye contact, verbal interaction, physical contact and, laughing
and smiling) and the frequency of rewarded target behaviors.
This may suggest that whilst social interaction functions as a
reinforcer in AS, this may not be specific to any one component
of interaction. These findings contradict the research suggesting
that eye contact may be an important component of social
interaction in AS (see Mount et al., 2011). Whilst no consistent
social reinforcer was identified across participants, the results
indicated that type of social interaction was still important for
individual children. For the children who were reinforced by
social stimuli, the majority (60%) were reinforced by only one
social interaction condition (d-statistic > 0.5), with only one
child reinforced by all social interaction conditions. This has
implications for future interventions conducted with children
with AS, suggesting that the type of social interaction needs
to be established in order for it to function as a reinforcer
most effectively.
Interestingly, across the total sample there was no significant
difference in the frequency of target behaviors between sensory
and social rewards, either overall, or when comparing the
conditions that showed the highest rates of target behaviors
(high preference stimulus and full social interaction). This
is striking considering the AS literature, which consistently
reports a heightened motivation for adult interaction (Horsler
and Oliver, 2006a; Mount et al., 2011) compared to the
relative paucity of research describing sensory seeking
behaviors. However, the analysis across genetic subtypes of
AS (deletion and non-deletion) indicates a more nuanced
profile of phenotypic behaviors within the AS population,
with notable differences in behavior between the two genetic
subtype groups. More specifically, a greater proportion of
children without a deletion were reinforced by social stimuli.
It is unlikely that this difference can be attributed to the
significant difference in adaptive behavior across the two groups
because there was no association between the frequency of
target behavior across sensory and social conditions and the
level of children’s adaptive behavior, indicating that adaptive
behavior alone cannot account for differences across the
two groups.
Out of the seven children who did not have a deletion, five
children had ICD. All children with ICD were reinforced by social
stimuli, compared to 28.6% of children with a deletion. Whilst the
sample size of children with ICD is very small, the results across
the two groups are compelling. The plots of target behaviors
in the social reinforcement assessment confirm the difference
in behavior between the two groups. These results extend the
growing literature on genotype-phenotype correlations within
AS, which to date has primarily focused on adaptive behavior
and cognition (see Gentile et al., 2010). The precise reason for
behavioral differences is unclear. The striking differences in social
behavior in the current study provides a convincing rationale for
the further delineation of behavioral phenotypes across genetic
subtypes and highlights the need to make this distinction within
the literature. Additionally, these results indicate that the study
of social behavior in children with AS caused by ICD might be
optimal with regard to exploring kinship theory and that the
learning paradigm employed can generate objective metrics of
motivation for social contact.
The results from the current study extend the research on
kinship theory, suggesting that in addition to seeking social
resources, some children with AS clearly find adult social
interaction extremely rewarding and enjoyable. However, the
variability in reinforcer efficacy across participants is striking.
Overall, social stimuli functioned as a reinforcer for only 50%
of all participants. Whilst the genetic subtype of AS partially
accounted for this variability, this alone does not explain the
marked behavioral differences across children and the contrasting
findings to the broader literature on sociability in AS. One
important factor, which relates to kinship theory, may be the
familiarity of the researcher. Although time was spent interacting
with children before beginning the assessments, the researcher
remained “unfamiliar” compared to a parent or caregiver. It could
be argued that based on the predictions from kinship theory,
heightened behaviors relating to securing maternal resources
are displayed, suggesting that the familiarity of the adult may
be an important factor in the effectiveness of social interaction
as a reinforcer. This is supported by observations of social
behavior across familiar and unfamiliar adults in AS, with a
higher frequency of social approach behavior toward a caregiver
in the presence of certain conditions of social interaction (Mount
et al., 2011). Once again, this highlights the need to further
delineate the social phenotype of AS, describing the specific
environmental conditions under which heightened sociability
is evidenced.
There are some limitations to the study which may affect
the reliability and validity of the findings. The main limitation
of the study is the small number of participants across each
genetic subtype. As only seven children were recruited who
did not have a deletion, a more fine grained analysis of the
data could not be conducted. Five participants in the non-
deletion group had ICD. As a consequence, ICD accounted
for the majority of the non-deletion sample (5/7), but due
to the small numbers could not be treated as a separate
participant group. The small numbers of participants across
each genetic subtype reflects the relative rarity of AS not caused
by a de novo deletion; whilst the prevalence of AS is 1 in
10,000, only 2% of cases are caused by ICD. However, the
behavioral differences across groups were statistically significant
even with small numbers of participants, suggesting that the
sample size did not impact significantly on the findings from
the study.
A second limitation is the short condition duration (2 min) for
both reinforcement and preference assessments in comparison to
previous research employing a similar methodology (Hagopian
et al., 2004). During pilot work establishing the efficacy of
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the proposed methodology, participants exhibited high levels
of aggressive behavior and distress during the preference
assessments and reinforcer assessment control conditions.
Interestingly, this observation occurred more often in conditions
where social interaction was withheld. This is consistent
with previous literature reporting aggression and social
motivation in AS (Strachan et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010;
Arron et al., 2011). As a consequence, condition durations
were limited to 2 min. However, although it could be argued
that the short duration of conditions may account for the
lack of distinction across social reinforcement conditions,
this argument is negated by the striking difference in target
behaviors observed across the low preference and high
preference stimuli.
Overall, the results suggest that sensory and social stimuli
can function as highly effective reinforcers in AS. Whilst
no consistent reinforcer was identified across the group,
the study highlights the importance of bespoke rewards for
children in order to increase behavior more rapidly or prevent
inadvertent reward of behaviors such as aggression. This has
important implications for future interventions within this
population, particularly given the slow rate of acquisition
consistently reported in the literature and the high prevalence
of aggression. Variability in reinforcer efficacy was partially
accounted for by genetic subtype, with a greater proportion
of children without a deletion reinforced by social interaction.
This may have important implications for early intervention,
given the literature suggesting an association between social
motivation and aggression in AS (Strachan et al., 2009;
Allen et al., 2010). Overall, the results have important
implications for learning in AS and further study of kinship
theory and highlight the need to further delineate genotype-
phenotype correlations.
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